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CHAPTER I
IHTRODUCTION
Ob.iect of the Study
It is better to debate a question without
settling it than to settle a question without
debating it.
Joubert
Debating was first used as a method of teaching by
the Greek Protagoras of Abdera,

He received criticism from

his contemporaries for using exercises in which two sides of
a question were discussed.

From that time until now debat-

ing has been in and out of the educational spotlight
sometimes receiving praise, sometimes criticism.
Just how important is this area of speech in the life
of an individual?

More specifically, how iioportant is debate

training in the life of an individual, or is it even harmful
to the person preparing for life in a Twentieth Century America?
•^The merits of high school debating have been the object of
2
pro and con discusrions by authorities of the past and present.
Various educators from time to time lash out at debate
training and contests causing conscientious debate instructors
to re-examine the high school program.

1

Bromley Smith, "Prota^':oras of Abdera, The Father of
Debate," Quarterly Journal of Speech, IV (1918), p. 196.
2
Helen Loeb and Anna Weisman, "High School Debating,"
quarterly Journal of Speech, XX (1954), p, 419,

Such contests have little eoucational value.
Training in self-control, poise, and fluency sometimes claimed as a result, is too often offi^et
by the pupils' grossly exaggerated idea of their
own powers and by undue weight often given in the
pupils' minds to the mere externals of speaking.
Even more reprehensible is the intellect\ial dishonesty v/hich the schools themselves foster and of
which they, not the pupils are primarily guilty.5
These attacks are rapidly met by those who would
defend debate as a vital part of the high school educational
situation.
...debate is truly a liberal education. It trains
the student in all things that are vital to successful participation In modern American life. He learns
to talk convincingly and conversationally, to analyze
statements, to search for facts, and to be open minded
in regard to another person's opinions. He learns to
take decisions for or against him and to learn something from each one. He learns to be a true sportsman. These are the aims of good debating and of good
citizenship, and if you are a good debater your chances
are 99 to 1 that you will be a good citizen.4
Because of the distance between theie two views of
debate and the many variations of each that exist in educational circler, today, this author felt that a critical look
at high school debating was needed.

It is hoped that an

objective view of high school debate, v/eighing its possible
strengths and weaknesies, will be a basis for some conclusions and recommendations.

^Franklin Bobbitt (ed,), "Fosterin; Dishone;:ty,»* chool
Review. XXXIV (1926), p. 552. Hereafter cited as Bobbitt";
"Fostering Dishonesty."

4
Carney C, Smith, "Debating: A Training School for
Life," quarterly Journal of Speech, XXIII (1957), p. 450

Method of Study
The study will deal with tvvo basic areas: research
into the area of debate t; aining as it iiv viewed and evaluated
by people both inside and outside the field of speech; and
a follow-up study of twenty-three years' debaters in Lubbock
High School. The findings in these areas will then form
the basis for conclusions.
Plan of Organisation
The study will be divided into eir'nt chapteri^:
Introduction, Components of High School Deb ite, Aho Are
The Debaters, Possible Disadvantages of Debate Ticiining,
Possible Advantages of Debate Training, Carry-Over Value
in Debate Training, Follow-Up Study of Former Lubbock High
Debaters, Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study,

CHAP'^^-R II
COMPOKENT.^^ OF HIGH SCHOOL DKBATli'
The Debate Coach
In order to understand the debate program in high
school it is necessary to divide it into its component
parts.

There is much variation in the qualification of

teachers who are engaged in directing forensic activities.
The degree of emphasis on debate in the high school often
reflects the previous training of the teaohsr.

Debate

coaches fit into one of three categories.
(1) The history teacher or social science teacher
who is selected because of his qualification in the
area. His debaters usually are strong in subject
matter but weak in technique,
(2) The general speech major who has the responsibility of debate, drama, and any other speech activity
the school might have. He does not have enough time to
give to debate so stiidenta must handle the subject
matter themselves. His debaters are usually strong in
speech delivery and technique but i;eak in subject matter
(3) The coach with special preparation in the area
of debate and whose responsibilities are confined to
that area. He will probably be found in the large
school and will tend to produce the best debaters. He
has the advantage of working with most of his debaters
every day and can make tournament debating a natural
extension of the classroom.I
It is apparent that the debate coach or director, as
he is often called, is an important factor in the type of

Raymond Bailey, High School Speech Teacher, Personal
Interview, July 10, 1964. Hereafter cited as Raymond Bailey,
Personal Interview.

5
forensics program that will be found. For instance, in scne
high schools where one person is resDor^sible for the entire
speech program emphasis is likely to be in the area where
2
his main interest lies.
If he is a drama person then dramatics will be foremcst acJ forensics will receive less attention. A survey several years ago arrived at a profile of the
average debate coach.
An interesting profile of the average debate coach
was obtained from a survey made of a number of National
Forensic League Schools. Sixty-one per cert of the
coaches were former college debaters. The experience
gained in college debetiiig was an important factor in
the nat-ore snd the extent of the forensic pro-^fraTn.
Three-fourth of the coaches were men, and the averape
number of hours of speech, including graduate work,
was thirty-four, and the average co=?ch had twelve years
of experience in hip*h school teaching. Only twenty
per cent of the coaches received extra compensation
for extra-curricular work.3
This profile still fairly well describes today's
debate coach with the exception of some who are outstsnding
in the field.

It seems that the der-nd for malified coaches

is far beyond the supply.
If you were to scale out a continuum in an effort
to arrive at an average debate coach, I suspect the
average would fall Into the bad cctegory, I do not
mean that there are not some fine people and some
qualified people in the hi.rh schools, but simply that
most of them are not prepared to teach debate.^
2
Lucille Ogletree, High School English Teacher, Personal
Interview, June 18, 1964.
*Arnold E. Melzer, Hip;h School Forensics (New York,
1940), p. 16, Hereafter cited as fvtelzer, HiRh School Forensics,
4
James G, Robbins, College Forensics Director, Personal
Interview, July 13, 1964, Hereafter cited as J-nee G, Robbins,
Personal Interview.

6
The Sr^laries for debate coaches are generally the
same as those received by teachers of Knglish, government,
mathematics or any other discipline.

However, very often

the demands made upon the time of the debate coach go far
beyond that which is expected of teachers in these other
areas.

It has already been pointed out that only a small

percentage receive extra compensation for extra-curricular
forensic work.
The coach of debate is expected to teach four
to five classes a day in addition to carrying on
an intra-mural and an inter-school forensic progreim.
The general adoption of the debate class within
the regular c\irricul\im has shifted the actual work
of coaching debate teams from after school time to
regular school time, leaving the after scnool period
for the intra-mural and community service phases of
the speech program. The general adoption of the
to\irnament idea has shifted the inter-school program
from regular school time to Saturdays. The result
is that the jbrensic coach is actually working on c
more Satiirdays than is the average athletic coach.-^
Too often the behind-the-scenes hard work of debate
coaches isoes without acknowledgment.

It is usually not

until much later that debaters look back to appreciate fully
the efforts of a dedicated teacher.
?/hile it must be admitted that in many cases, especially in smaller schools, the man or woman who acts as
debate coach is woefully unprepared, indications are that
the quality of coaches is improving every year.

In many cases

tournament experience and association v ith other speech

^Melzer, Hitaih School Forensics, p, 17•
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activities causes an English teacher or a science in tructor
to return to college to learn more about an activity vaiich
he has found to be highly interesting and v/orthv/hile,
I can think of numerous examples of teachers
who have inherited debate because they had a college
speech course who have come back in the summer for
^
courses to better prepare themselves to coach debate.
At this point the author would like to commend the
High School Vorkshop idea such as is conducted at Texas
Technological College under the direction of Dr, P. Merville
7
Larson,' This particular workshop in July of 1964 completed
its twelfth year with the largest enrollment of its history.
Over fifty high school students received two weeks of concentrated instruction and supervision by people either now
engaged in high school teaching or who will for the most part
8
enter the teaching profession in 1^4.
One teacher with
eighteen years experience in teaching had the highest of
praise for the practical natiire of the workshop and expressed
determination to return next year to concentrate on drama,^
Another teacher from the Dallas public schools found the
10
workshop "extremely helpful".

6James G# Bobbins, Personal Interview.
'^Bulletin of Texas Technological College, General Catalogue 19^:15, (Iiubbook: College Press, 1964)/p* ^30>
8
Ibid.
Q

^llarie Kelley, High School Teacher, Personal Interview,
July 31, 1964.
10
Helen Butler, High School Teacher, Personal Intearview,
July 31, 1964.

8
The Debate Clag^
The debate class as such is a relatively new innovation in the high school speech field. Traditionally, high
schools which have offered any instruction in debate at all
have done so as a part of the general speech course which
limited instruction to a matter of a few weeks. A look at
numerous bulletins concerning state accreditation for secondary schools reveals the fact that ofierings in speech are
still quite limited on a national scope and are still for the
most part included as a part of English.

Debate instruc-

tion is either omitted altogether or secluded under the heading "speech".
The East was observed to be leas active in debate
1^
training and activity than any other part of the U,S, ^
There are some signs of increase in interest in this section,
but generally it could be said that there is much more debate
activity in the South and the West,
In Texas, for instance, there has been a marked
increase in speech activities.

^ o r a list of catalogues checked see appendix.
•^^Ibid.
•^^Ralph N. Smith, "High School Debating in the East,"
Speech Activities. (1949), p. 14.
^^Ibid., p. 15.

Right after the war there was little concern
for or interest in debate in Texas high schools,
I have seen interest develop -^nd man;^ schools now
offer debate who tv,enty years ago woiilci riot have
considered doing so.l^
More Texas high schools r^eem to be placing emphasis
on speech training and more administrators are encouraging
debate. The nation as a whole seems to be following a similar pattern.
The general participation in the many divisions
of public speaking contest; , including every tyije of
oecondary school, their national scope, the great
numbei^ of leagues and associations promoting them,
and the insistent demand for increasins progr^jns,
indicate a realization among public schoolfj of the
significance of this training.,. We have not yet
given speech the place and space which the logical
.g
Greeks did, but speech is not "just another subject".
The larger high schools have a much more extensive
and specialized program than the smaller schools, but even
among the latter interest is becoming widespread. This is
due in part to increased classroom instruction and in part
to contest speech activities*
So popular are speech contests in the schools
that there has been a constant pretisure in the
Lea^^e organization since its beginning to increase
the nimber of contest? and create new divisions to
induce wider participation. There are now in the
League schedule five different contests in speech
^„
which are conducted in seventeen different divisions. '

IS
-^James G. Robbins, Personal Interview,
Roy Bedichek and F,L. Winship, The Speech Teacher
and Competition (Austin, 1941), p. 51* Hereafter cited as
Bediched and Winship, The Speech Teacher and CQ;npetition,
^"^Ibid., p. 51.
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There are at present plx contests lifted under speech
for the Univerelty Irterscholastic Lea? ue.

There contests

are ir^elled out in detail including rules and procedures for
school administrations to follovj, ij^her? the League contests
are held each spring every school has a coipmon basis for
approaching the 9ctivity. Bven the smallest schools generally
strive to be represented in the Interscholastic League,
There has been a marked increase in debate participation in
Texas over the past ten years.
In reference to our Interschola£tic Lea^;ue debate
program, we do not keep up to date firures of the
exact nuiaber of schools that participate in the debate
program. However, we estimate that in i9!?4 approximately 500 schools p-rticipated; in 1964 ap'roximately
650 schools entered the debate contest. Figuring two
teams per school, 2600 students took part in the 196564 debate program.19
As a result of the contest debatinr;; situation there
occurs a circular response which triggers more classroom
activity. As teachers, parents, administrators and students
attend contests such as the University Interschola^itic League,
many of them becorrie aware, perhaps for the first time, that
there really if? something to speech that should be cultivated.
As administrators see v/hat other schools? are doinf: and hear
for themselves what f^tudents can achieve with proper instruction and guidance, they usually p;o home to insist on more
training in speech.
18
Constitution and Contest Rules of the University
Interscholastic Leaf^ue for l%3-64. University of Texas.
^ o y M. Brown, University Inter; cnolastic League,
a letter to the author, July 2?, 1964.
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Classroom instruction, therefore, in debate and
related area;- is on the rise. Soi.e of the large schools
offer as mtuiy as seven different courrec to the hi'sh school
20
student.
The Texas Education Agency describes nt least
21
six cour::es which it recommends to Texai- hip;ii schools.
The agency also recommends Speech I ss '» prerequisite to all
other speech courses.22 However, it is not until Speech III
ox

that the agency even recom-aends introducing debnte, -^
Gpeecli IV is oTcanizod c ccordini^ to i)u--il
interest and need in the local I'Chool, It is
an advanced or specialized courr-e in any one
or a combination of the followingi
(1) Debate;
(2) Activity speech ^uiich concentrates in
at least three activities: extenporaneous speaking, ir.terpret?.'tion of poetry, interpretation of prose, dramatic
interpretation and persuasive speech;
(5) Radio and television,24
There is ample flexibility in the sirggesteel rourr^e
to r^llow the school freedom in the direction it might
choose.
on

Oretha J . vVhitworth, "L'peech in A m a r i l l o High
School," SDeech Teacher, VI (1957)• p . 2 8 5 .
21
Principles and Standards for Accrediting: Ele.ientary
and Secondary Schools and Description of Courses for Grades
7-12. Texas Mucation Agency Bulletin (1961), yp* 93-96,
^^Ibid.
^%bid.
^^Ibid.

12
Debate Activities
Once debate is introduced into a school system that
system must decide which direction the activities will t./ke,
for practice must be provided if theory is to be taiight.
There are basically two avenues open to administrators planning debate activity:

(1) intra-mural activity, and (2)
25
inter-school activity. '^
The intra-mural program seeks to provide experience
for as many students as possible, while inter-school participation usually means that a selected number of students
represent their school in coipetition with other schools.

There are some critics of inter-school debate who say that
it should be done away with altogether, while others say
that intra-mural activity is of little value.

Apparently

most schools engage in a combination of both.
There is some debating done on an intra-mural
level but usually only in connection with a section on debate that might be included in a speech
coiju^se. For the most part high schools follow the
inter-school program of competition.26
The proponents of contest activities put forth i^ ome
strong arguments for their activity while still maintaining
a high regard for activity on any level.

^^Bedichek and Winship, The Speech Teacher and Competition,
p. 56.
James G. Robbins, Personal Interview.

15
There is some value in intra-mural debate, but
there is more value in inter-school contests. In
inter-school competition the debater encounters
many points of view which help him avoid the danger
of provincialism which is present, especially in
the small school. The contest or toiimament t;ive8
the stxident contact with representatives of many
schools and many points of view, and thip will help
him grow intellectually.27
Kim Griffin of the University of Kansas compiled a
list of ten objectives in competitive debate which fairly
well sums up the feeling of those who favor contest debating.
(1) To give students ability in selecting logically
defensible argiments relative to propositions
or intellectual positions which they favor.
(2) To encourage students to learn the tools of research.
(5) 3?o encourage students to support their arguments
with pertinent and carefully documented factual
information.
(4) To help students learn sotmd reasoning, to perceive irrational, fallacious, or irrelevant
arg\iments advanced by others.
(5) To teach students to phrase their concepts in
clear, concise, colorful language.
(6) To increase students abilities to analyze topic
areas, selecting groups of related concepts and
issues.
(7) To help develop students attitudes of fairness,
co-operation, honesty, and integrity.
(8) To help fellow students achieve better organization of their thoughts.
(9) To help students to learn to i;^peak well.
(10) To help students to think clearly, accui^ately,
and rapidly.28

'^Ra3rmond Bailey, Personal Interview.
nRussel R. Windes Jr., "Competitive Debating: The
Speech Program, The Individual and Society," Speech Teacher,
IX (I960), p. 106. Hereafter cited as Windes, "Competitive
Debating: The Speech Program, The Individual and Society."
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Conclusions
High school deb?ite may be said to be increasing
despite an obvious lack of interest that followed the
Second World War.

Coaches or debate directors are becom-

ing more common, and the area of forensics directing is
now more respected as a profession.

Most schools now

provide some instruction in debate, although not me-ny
have separate courses for teaching debate*

Most schools

participate in inter-school competition .vith some intramural experience being provided for as many students as
are interested.

CHAPTER III
WHO ARE THE DEBATERS
Academic Qualifications
What kind of student is involved in debating?

Should

all students be encouraged to debate, or should it be reserved for a minimum number of outstanding students?

Does

the student excel because of debate training, or would he
have done so anyway?

These are just some of the questions

that arise as the area of debate is probed. They are questions which have prevailed for years and ones for which
there seems to be no easy answer. The academic qualifications
of debating students have been compiled and compared by
people in the field of speech. One study in California sent
questiomaaires to one hundred debaters from twenty-eight
schools in fifteen states.

This study was an effort to

compute the I.Q. of these students in a way that it could be
compared with non-debating individuals.

"Of the one hundred

debaters studied only two were found to have an l.(^.
2
than one hundred."

of less

Results from this survey tend to suggest that the more
intelligent students seem to seek out debate.

Richard N. Thompson, "The Intelligence of High School
Debaters," Qiaarterly Journal of Speech. XTII (1951), pp. 405-405
^Ibid., p. 405.

15
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Not just everybody can debate. Debaters tend
to be the better minds and intellect;:. The debater
must have certain personality characteri.tics to
do the work required and to make the adjustr^ents
necesiary in a contest situation.5
Another study which went a little more into detail
was conducted by Donald Hargis who studied a group of championship debaters by sending questionnaires to their high
school principals.

Questions were asked about scholastic

standing, leadership, extra-curricular activities, college
attendance, present occupation^ and any other significant
factors on which the administrators might y/ish to commient.
One hundred and thirty-one replies were received.
84% were in the upper 20^ of their graduating class.
66% were in the upper 10% of their graduating class*
Only 6% were considered average*
Ho debater was reported below average.
52% had an average of A or A-,
9C^ had B-* or better average*
All graduated from high school*^
Some people believe that debate is an activity which
is not only sought out by the better students, but one which
should seek out only the potential leaders to encourage in
debate«

^Raymond Bailey, Personal Interview.
Donald E* Hargis, "A Note on Championship lebaters,"
Quarterly Jovirnal of Speech, XXXIV (1948), pp. 56-57. Hereafter cited as Hargis, "A Note on Championship Debaters."
^Ibid., p. 57.
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Frankly, the debate class and the inter-school
forensic pro^Tam is for the £T.perior rtudentc, for
it is that group of students from which our future
leaders must co:ne,6
Mention has been made before of the qualities of
leadership that consistently appear in debaters, and Mr,
Melzer feels that these qualities should be looked for in
and demanded of debaters.
Successful debaters and to a marked degree
succesirful future leacf^rs mi^'nt hn-ve the fcllo''ing qualities: above average mer:tality, appearerice, voice quality, facility with and fluency
of langiiare, reading ability, ability to think
abstractly, and developer; sense of judgment.7
He feels that people with these oualities sbould be
drawn into the program by any means that //ould be practical
and honest, and those who do not have there abilities and
Q

characteristics should be kept out of debate classes.
Others have studied traits and have fotind oorae common
characteristics in debaters but not to the det^ree that would
substantiate Mr, Melzer's clains. For instance, Hetlinger
and Hildreth traced twenty-one successful male high school
9 ruch factors as age.
debaters from ten Kansas high schools,'
f%

Melzer, High School Forennics. p, 22,

"^Ibid., p. 25.
Ibid., p. 22.
^Duane F. Hetlinger ?^nd Kich^rd A, Hildreth, "Personality Characteristics of Debaters," Quarterly Journal of
Speech, XLVII (1961)» PP- 599-401. Hereafter cited as Hetlinger
and itildreth, "Pereonelity Characteristics of Debaters."
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general ability, grade point avera^^e, ano ^;eneral popul .rity
with non-debaters were studied in an attempt to single out
personality characteristics that were peculiar to debaters.
The debaters tended to score higher on the
variables of achievement, dominance, and aggression and lower on affiliation, succorance and
abasement.^^
If isolated from the rest of the report this finding
would seem to substantiate the claims of those who accuse
debate of developing, undesirable traits.

The authors pro-

ceed to make a clear dij tinction between what their findings could mean and what they actually say.
Although this study indicates that debaters
have unique personality characteristics, no
causal relationship was established or attempted,
Fiirther research is now in progress to determine
whether people with these apparent debater-personality-traits seek out debate or whether debate
develops these traits.11
There are also those who strongly contend that debate
does develop these traits, and that it should therefore be
12
open to all students.
10
Hetlinger and Hildreth, "Personality Characteristics
of Debaters," p. 400.
^"^Ibid., p. 401.
nRichard Reager, "Every Student a Debater at
Rutgers," The Debaters Magazine. IV (1948), pp. 5-6.
Hereafter cited as Reager, "Every Student a Debater
at Rutgers."
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The values which are in debate should be
given to the greatest number of graduates on
any canpus. The valuoR and the activity should
not be just for the few, Fvery student on yooir
canpuB should be, end can be, a debater.^-5
While there seems to be a great gulf between the
two points of view represented, the distance appears to
be much less upon closer inspection. Mr. Reager tones
down his contentions considerably in a later article and
finally makes the two points of view seem almost compatible.
Perhaps it is too much to expect th^t every
student, on every campus, can be a debater, or
would even want to be one. However, greater
interest can be created in debate than now exists,
and nore men and women can be participants in
our college and university programs, / ^ e may
asstime high school programs as well£/ The Squad
System is designed to give at lea8t"*one opportunity to participate in an inter-collegiate
debate to every student who participates in the
training program, who attends and takes part in
practice debates, and who maintains an active
interest in the debate program.^^
From this the conclusion could be drawn that Mr.
Heager feels that even the "average" student might derive
some benefit from being involved in the debate training
program.

^%eager, "Every Student a Debater at Rutgers,"
p. 6.
^^Ibid., p. 5*

20
Social qualifications
Those who oppose debate sometimes leave the impression that debate creates some sort of intellectual freak
with a reference card in one hand, the other hand wavin,
madly aloft, and who feels comfortable only on a speaker's
platform.

The records will not substantiate such a carica-

ture, however, for debaters as a group are among the

ost

socially integrated people both in school and after graduation.

Hargis* study revealed some additional figures that

are important at this point.

It should be kept in mind that

these were the replies of the high school principals.
One of the questions asked read, "Was the debater
considered a leader in high school?"
82% answered • , .yes.
11% answered . . . no,
7% had no answer.15
In addition to engaging in debate, whether as part of
a regular course of study or as an extra-curricular activity,
it is interesting to notice the extent to which the debater
fits into the rest of the school's activities.
All engaged in at least one other extra-curricular
activity, many in two or three and some up to ten
or eleven,
57% also participated in drama,
40/j in student government,
50% in clubs
46% in athletics

-hargis, "A Note on Championship Debaters," p. 51,

21
15% in music.
-^
46% in journalism.'*'^
It would seem, then, that debaters leave no school
activity untouched.

Other studies which support the con-

clusions drawn by Mr. Hargis include one done on Kansas
debaters by Bobby R. Fatten."^'^ This analysis involved tabulating results from thirty-seven questionnaires received
from nine Kansas schools.
92% of the group were juniors and seniors, all
planned to attend college.
89% took debate as a regular school course.
87% considered intelligence and speaking ability
as the most important factors requisite to successful debate.
65% believed that debate at their school was supported by the student body. All were glad they
participated in debate.
The debaters were active in practically all facets
of school activities.18
Many also feel that the good debater will be a good
citizen, and that a man trained in debate will fit into
society better than will a non-debater.
An able debater is a corscious 'Aircer, a
purposive problem-solver. He collects evidence,
weighs and sifts it, and exhibits a developed

16
Hargis, "A Note on Championship Debaters," p. 51.
^Bobby R. Fatten, "A Descriptive Analysis of Successful High School Debaters in Kansas," The Repcister. X
(1962), p. 12. Hereafter cited as Fatten, "A Descriptive
Analysis of Successful High School Debaters in Kansas."
^®Ibid., p. 12.
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capacity for separating the proven from the
unproven. He does not mind disclosing his
premises and defining his terms. He shows
a willingness to subject his views to the
free play of orderly argument. He squares his
advocacy of policy with the best raoral values
of his society. The competent debater declares
his faith in man's rationality, and thus becons? s
a creative participant in the quest for reliable
and justifiable action.19
Conclusions
Debaters as a group are average or above in academic
q\ialifications, and they tend to have unique personality
characteristics.

Many possess leadership traits that cause

them to excel in high school; a large per cent enc^-r?e in
other extra-curricular activities; and most of them are mak*
ing plans to enter college.

As a group the debaters are

intellectually and socially well qualified.

°James McBath (ed.). Argumentation and Deb; te:
Principles and Pr »ctlces (New York, 1965), p. 15.

CHAPTER IV
POSSIBLE DISADVANTAGES OF DEBATE TRAINING
At one time there were those who would have completely
erased debate training and activity from the educational
world.

However, today, few people actually contend that

debate is all bad.

Most of the opponents now are content go

strike one blow at a time at the "evils" and abuses of debate
training.

Dtiring the course of this chapter three possible

disadvantages of debate training will be considered.
Unfavorable Attitudes Developed
The mental attitudes of many high school
debating teams are questionable. Many teams
resort to trickiness, "strategy", the over use
and abuse of "dilemmas". "We have conclusively
shown..•" is one common statement indicative of
cocksureness. "They didn't prove it," is another
p
statement frequently heard in a tone of arrogance,,,
Mr. Barnard continues at great length describing the
poor attitudes which debaters demonstrate.

It seems that

Mr. Barnard even finds physical evils which also result from
debate training.

Raymond H. Barnard, "The Evils of High School
Debating," The Clearing: House. XII (1957)• p. 211, Hereafter
cited as Barnard, "The Evils of High School Debating,"
^Ibid.
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Beoause of bad training, debaters develop or
accentuate bad platform mannerisms——harsh,
strident, shrill, loud, excited, nervous, or
tense voices; gestures that are artificial and
too carefully planned; and an over-aggressive,
combative or bombastic manner.3
Mr. Barnard's article was followed by an answer from
an experienced high school speech teacher.
In order to condemn debating on this first
argument, Mr. Barnard should have presented cases
of sufficient ntimber to condemn the whole activity,
but instead, only that quoted statement was made.
I too, have heard a few debate teams with peculiar
voice and physical mannerisms, but I have also
heard some poor glee clubs and have seen some mediocre class plays. Should we soundly condemn these
activities because of a few poor examples?^
One study condueted among former college debaters
attempted to measure the effect of debate in developing
unfavorable attitudes.*^ The questionnaire used was based
upon attacks which had been aimed at debate.
Over 46% said debate did not develop "saroasm".
More than 67% said debate did not develop a
"suspioious nature".
32% said debate did not develop "contentiousness".
49% said yes to some degree that debate did develop
"contentiousness". (There was some doubt on the
questionnaire responses as to whether "contentious-

^Bamard, "The Evils of High School Debating," p. 211.
^Joyce H. Gregory, "High School Debating Is Worthwhile,"
he Clearing House. XIII (1938), p. 235. Hereafter cited as
regory, ^High School Debating Is Worthwhile."

f

^Jaok W. Murphy, "A ?ollow-Up Study of Former Intercolligiate Debaters Listed in Who's Who in America," (unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1953).
Hereafter sited as Murphy, "A Follow-Up Study of Former
Intercolligiate Debaters Listed in Who's Who in America."
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ness" should be considered an unf-^.vorable attitude.)
67% said debate did not develop "insincerity".
85% said "dlshone^.ty" was not a re^mlt of debate
78% indicated that debate did develop "aggressiveness". (Though here a.<^ain there wps oore doubt as
to whether this was undesirable,)
Over 55% denied that "<^libnessi"resulted from debate.
Over 72% said it did not develop unfavorable attitudes in winnihg or losins;;,
59% said debate did not develop "obstinate" attitudes. ^
More than 75'*^ denied that debate developed •»prejudice".
These percentages were based on the returned questionnaires of over nine hundred former debaters listed in Who * s
Who in America (1950-51).
The replies of these former debaters strongly suggest
a negative answer to the charge that debate training develops
unfavorable attitudes.
Undue Emphasis on Winning;
Debate in a contefit situation where winners are determined is open to abuse by those who would win at any cost.
However, this is no more true of debate than it is of athletics,
shop skills, slide-rule contests, or any other activity which
must uetermine winners and perhaps less than some, Never-theless the potential for abuse is there, and there will probably always be those who take advantage of this shortcoming.
"The emphasis on winning is exaggerated. With some
schools and with many debaters it is the prime incentive."^

^Jack W. Murphy, "Mr. Average Debater," Speech Activities.
IX (1955), p. 3.
"^Barnard, "The Evils of High School Debating," p. 212.
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This is a regrettable situation when it does exist and probably brings more criticism of debate than any other one
aspect of the activity.

Over-emphasis on winning is no more

excusable in debate than in athletics, but it seems to gain
more attention when it is discovered.
It is difficult to deny the existence of frenetic
activity and pre-occupation with win-loss records in
some institutions which place heavy emphasis upon
toiimament competition.8
It should be noted here that Mr. Mills who is quoted
above is not questioning debate, as such, but simply the
practices of some schools and some debaters. A similar
indictment which combines two of the possible disadvantages
Q

listed above comes from Evelyn Konigsberg.'^
...debating as it now exists in some places is a
dangerous and often anti-social form of activity
•..debate tends to develop in students an attitude
of exhibitionism, to foster glibness and insincerity,
and to put stress upon the element of oompetition
and the desire to win at all costs.^0
This charge takes the general direction which most
of the critics eventxially choose: the contest or tournament debating situation.

It is perhaps well for debate

activities to receive such cold water treatments from time
to time, and certainly, many of these charges have been

Glen £. Mills, "Audiences and Toximaments: Two Forms
of Over-Emphasis," Speech Teacher. IX (I960), pp. 95-126.
%velyn Konigsberg, "What Should be Our Objective in
High School Debating," Qxiarterly Journal of Speech, XXI (1955)»
pp. 392-396•
^^Ibid., p. 393.
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deserved.

Current terminology for this type of over-emphasis

is the "tail wagging the dog". William Schrier, in an article
written over thirty years ago, worded the warning in a way
that still has force and meaning.
We must retain our sense of proportion; the
extra-curricular sideshow must not be allowed
to obscure the circus.^JIt would be avoiding the facts to pretend that there
are not some students who are overly concerned with winning;
that some coaches do not use prize-winning debaters to further
their own cause; or that some administrators do not hold the
win-loss record over the head of the coach as if it were the
executioner's axe.
Violation of Educational Ideals
The third charge has to do with "educational ideals",
a term ^ich will get an audience every time, especially if
something is said to "violate" them.
Such a program is extremely questionable from
both educational and ethical standpoints. Perhaps
least important is the fact that people who otight
to know better lead children to deal with questions
which are totally beyond their maturity. Such
procedure violates the first fundamental of good
thinking and sneaking, namely, that the speaker
shall be intimately acquainted with the topic under
discussion and with related topics.12

^^William Schrier, "Shifting Emphasis: An Argument
for Mo-Decision Debating," Quarterly Journal of Speech. X7
(1929), p. 368.
12
* Bobbitt, "Fostering Dishonesty," p. 552.
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Included under this general heading must be the related
idea of the subjects being too hard for high school students.
Debating requires thorough preparation. Very
few high school debaters give, or have the time to
give, enough time and thouight to the difficult
questions high school students are called upon to
debate.i3
These two charges should be answered in the order of
their occurrence in the above statement. The general question concerns educational ideals. Before the answer can be
given it must be understood just what these ideals are.
President Nathan M. Pusey of Harvard sets forth these ideals
in the following manner.
The job of schools is to educate free, independent, and vigorous minds, capable of analyzing
events, of exercising judgment, of distinguishing
facts from propaganda and truth from half-truth
and lies.l''^
If this is a valid definition of the purpose of education, and it is assumed to be, then it will be well to look
at debate training in terms of this definition and the achievement of these ideals. To educate minds capable of analyzing events, exercising judgment, and distinguishing facts
from lies are all worthwhile aims and certainly tools nee-

•^^Barnard, "The Evils of High School Debating," p. 215.
Nathan M.
"Teaching Critical
Hereafter cited as
"Teaching Critical

Pusey, quoted in Robert G. Gunderson,
Thinking," Speech Teacher. X (1961), p. 100.
Pusey. quoted in Robert G. Gunderson,
Thinking."
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essary for successful living in a democratic society.
Living under this form of government gives the indi^'idual
the right to think and to speak his own thoughts. There
is a danger, however, in using this as a freedom from speech
rather than a freedom to speak, "We are in no danger, now
or ever, of too 'nuch thinking. The danger lies in the peanut-sized brain and the foghorn-sized voice, and then only
if we put them in positions of power."^
The idea that debate violates the educational ideals
hardly seems realistic to most writers in the fie 16' of education today because of the constant use of all forensic types
of speakinig, including deb3te, which take place in the functioning of a democracy.
Our society is based on free inquiry and the
right to express our opinion on a subject. Debate
is at the very heart of the democratic process,
and has a particiilarly important influence tov/ard
maintaining our freedom and in exercising our
sovereignty.16
That debate is at the heart of a democracy has been
a continuing conviction among educators, and one that hai;
been phrased in many ways.
One cannot study the history of argumentation
without becoming aware of a striking fact: Whereever free societies have existed, there also debate

^Pusey, quoted in Robert G. Gunderson, "Teaching
Critical Thinking," p. 102.
Lionel Crocker, Argumentation and Debate (New York,
1944), p. vii.
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has abounded. Debate is an intrinsic part of
democracy's decision-making, and the making of
decisions through democratic means is vital if
free people are to govern themselves wisely.17
Thus, it seems that issue may be taken with the claims
that debate violates educational ideals. Also included in
the original indictment which was observed is the charge that
the subjects chosen were too hard for high school students.
In attempting to formulate an answer to the charge a check
was made with one man who had just completed four years of
high school debate coaching facing questions on a wide range
of subjects. His reaction is probably indicative of the thinking of most people involved with high school debate.
We have underestimated high school students
in all areas and the tendency ha© been to hold
back the brilliant student in an attempt to reach
the les3 capablo. Today's high school graduate
is much more prepared than the graduate of ten
years ago. Debate has the advantage of letting
each student work at his own rate and on his own
level. Debate introduces the student to many
areas and sends him into all sorts of fields.
For instance, the question on the common market
demanded that students read history, economics,
world geography, and in several other areas.
I believe there is a danger in making the subjects too broad but not too hard.l8
Debaters usually read several news magazines in addition to the library research necessary in the activity.^

^Windes, "Competitive Debating:
The Individual, and Society," p. 99.

The Speech Proj^ram,

•'•Raymond Bailey, Personal Interview.
*^Patton, "A Descriptive Analysis of Successful High
School Debaters in Kansas," p. 12.
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This investigation into various areas has in m-diny instances
introduced a student to a subject that captured his interept
for life.

Olson's study of former Nebraska debaters revealed

a clear debate-occuaation relationship.
38% said "probably" and "yes" that their work in
debate had a bearing on their present occupation.
59*9% said that they took debate because they were
planning to enter their present occupation.
95*7% said they would advise people entering their
profession to take debate.
100% of the lawyers who answered said they would
advise people entering the legal profession to
take debate.20
So many of the high school debaters seem not only
to be accepting the challenge of current topics, but they
apparently are mastering them as well.

For this reason it

hardly seems plausible to ask if it is too hard.
Conclusions
There will be some debaters with undesirable attitudes just as there will be some musleans and artists and
football players who demonstrate personalities which could
not be recommended.

Nevertheless, there is litlie support

for the idea that these activities themselves develop this
type attitude.

There are some coaches and debaters and

school administrators who are concerned only with winning^

^Donald 0. Olson, "Debating At the University of
Nebraska," (unpublished Master's Thesis, University of
Wisconsin, 1947), p. 65.
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but this is not generally true. There IB little or no evidence to suggest that debate training violates educatioval
ideals. These possible disadvantages as they have been
viewed must be compared with the possible advanta^ies to be
considered.

CHAPTER V
POSSIBM ADVANTAGES OF DEBATE TRAINING
In attempting to look at the facets of the debate
situation it has been necessary to look at all sides of
debate training with the intention of comparing the possible
disadvantages with possible advantages.
DeveloTMient of Creative Thinking
Sinoe one of the educational aims set forth by
President Pusey of Harvard calls for "education of vigorous
minds", it is interesting that the advocates of debate training have elaimed creative thinking as one of its by-products.
Previous researchers who have been concerned with the efforts
of debate training include W. L. Brembeck of the University
p

of Wisconsin.

Mr. Brembeck attempted to measure the effects

of a cotirse in argumentation on critical thinking.^ After
a long series of tests and questioning, his concluding statement is encouraging to the teacher of debate.

"hlathan M. Pusey, quoted in Robert G. Gunderson,
"Teaching Critical Thinking," p. 100.
^ . L. Brembeck, "The Effects of a Course in Argumentation on Critical Thinking," Speech Monographs. XVI
(1949), p. 189, Hereafter cited as Brembeck, "The Effects
of a Coiu*se in Argumentation on Critical Thinking."
^Ibid.
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Sttidents with one or more years
training in high school or oollege
critical pre-test scores which are
higher than those with no previous
training. Also on post-tests they
score higher.^

in debate
did make
significantly
debate
tended to

The student engaged in a debate, whether it be in
the classroom or in a contest situation, finds his statements open to critical inspection by those who uphold the
opposing view. This causes most debaters to be extremely
careful not to make \msupported statements or to be guilty
of shallow preparation.
Debate trains its students in offective,
8ticking«*>te«»the point discussion, where control
of one's words and emotions persists even
through animated clashes. Tou can't lose your
head and be a successful debater.5
It is a humiliating experience for a debater to find
* his case destroyed by the opposition and to find himself on
the losing end in a battle of wits. However, the debater
is usually planning new strategy and resolving himself to
more thorough preparation long before he returns home.
The defeats as well as the victories are a part of the learning experience which surrounds the debate activity. Many
educators have been aware of this growth in debaters for a
long time.

^Sreabeck, "The Effects of a Course in Argrimentation
on Critical Thinking," p. 189•
i
Lesley P. Callender Jr., "The Values of Debate in
Schools," Education, LXXVIII (1957)* p. 118. Hereafter cited
as Callender, "The Values of Debate in Schools."
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It seems to me that stronger than any other
group, tougher in intellectual fiber, keener in
intellectual interest, better equipped in the
battle with coming problems, are the college
debaters——the boys who, apart from their regular studies, bind themselves together for intellectual controversy with each other and with their
friends in other colleges.6
Sometimes overlooked by those who oppose debate is
the necessity for students to work together in a co-operative effort.
One of the foremost values of debate experience
is that it brings people together in such a fashion
that they must learn to work together. This, in
ttirn, can lead only to the establishment and cementing of a firm friendship. A great value and not
one to be overlooked. A debate team cannot ftmction properly if there is one partner who over-shadows
the other... The esaentials of a good debate team
are the ability of the partners to work together
and blend both each individual's attributes and weak
points together.7
Debating then, it would seem, does have certain positive values, not the least of which is causing the student
to think.

"Debating is one of the few opportunities offered

for that much needed creative thinking, and for that reason
it attracts to its ranks students of the highest mental
class."

Alexander Meiklejohn quoted in Harrison B. Summers,
Forest L. Whan, and Thomas A. Rousse, How To Debate (New
lork, 1950)I p. 12.
'^Willis T. Taylor, San Antonio, Texas, attorney, in
a letter to the author, June 2, 1964.
^William Norwood Brigance, "The Debate as Training for
Citizenship," Educational Review. LXXII (1926), p. 225. Hereafter cited as Brigance, "The I)ebate as Training for Citizenship."
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Training For Living;
Another advantage claimed for debate is that it helps
prepare the young man or woman for livin^. in the adult world.
Whether you are to be a banker, an actor, a
teacher, a salesman, a lawyer, a stateoman, or
a homemaker, you will find that any and all phaaei
of the speech arts provide opportunities for the
development of your native abilities and qualities
of character that will bring success to you and
Q
better fit you to be of service to your commimity.^
This statement begins to take on increased meaning
when it is realized that the debater engages in a wide
ran^e of speech activities, Diiring the debate he may employ
informative speaking, interpretation of materiol, discussion
and persuasion, as well as debate. All these types of speaking, based upon the depth of research and organization necessary for successful debating, help prepare the student
for the many speaking situations i^hich he may later encotmter.
The world is crying out for people to accept the
responsibilities of leadership. Many people advocate debate
as a part of the solution to this need.

"Courses in argu-

mentation! properly taught, and contest debating, properly
conducted, provide valuable training for leadership in our
society."^^

^Alice Evelyn Craig, The Bpeech Arts (Hew York, 1947)»?• 1
^^T* J. McLaughlin, "Ethics in Contest Debating," Speech
Activities. VIII (1952), p. 9.
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Before the picture of debate training becomes too
glamorous it should be pointed out that debate has its
limitations just as any other educational discipline does.
Perhaps those who are closely associated with debate and
the educational processes are quickest to point out this
fact.
I do not intend to infer that debate will
single-handedly eradicate many of the individual
and social ills of the day. But it does offer
an impressive amount of assistance. I do not say
that every debater will reach the pinnacle of
success in later life. But he will be a better
person for it.11
This statement possibly represents the most realistic
and most profitable attitude which the advocates of debate
could acquire*

It does not minimize debate training and

yet does not make any false claims.
Conclusions
One of the educational aims stated by President
Pusey of Harvard is the training of vigorous minds. The
advocates of debate have said that it develops creative
thinking.

Studies have shown that debate training does

tend to improve the thinking ability of the student. Debate
also causes the participants to learn to co-operate toward
a common goal. Debate trains the student in the use of all

^^Oallender, "The Values of Debate in Schools," p. 120
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types of speaking thereby helping to prepare him for adult
life. Debate mey not do everything, but it will do certain
positive things that should not be minimized. Perhaps this
section was best summed up by Russel Windes: "I, for one,
em tired of hesiring of debeteW weaknesses and faulted. The
12
ttsm has come to emphasise the strengths."

"^•^iiides, "Competitive Debating: The Speech Program,
The Individual, and Society," p. 105•

CHAPTER VI
CARRY-OVER VALUE IN HIGH SCHOOL DEBATK TRAINING
Is there value for later life in teaching a young
person debate?

This question is perhaps the most vital

one that needs to be asked in critically evaluating debate
training. Are there justifiable reasons for recommending
this activity to young people?

What will the student do

with his training after he finishes high school?
Debaters Attend College
Always intriguing are the "where are they now" studies
which are prevalent in this country today.

Immediately

after graduation from high school most debaters enter college.
Hargis' report which has been previously referred to indicates
that 70% of those debaters being studied went on to college
ifirihile 556 entered the adult world in some way.

There was no

answer from 2 ^ of the high school principals who responded
to this question concerning former students, so the 70% fig\ire
could actually be much higher.
Hot all high school debaters follow through with the
activity while they are in college, but many do. Those who
do not continue debating in college drop debate for many rea-

TlargiSt "A Note on Championship Debaters," p. 57•
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sons including increased demands upon time, conflict with
other activities, or other demands that are made upon them.
However, the former high school debater whether he debates
in college or not is likely to be a successful college student.
One who has gone through the mill of grinding
out debate gets well prepared for giving chapel
talks and public addresses, or even standing before
students in a classroom,.. The ability to speak
extemporaneously and to organize one's thinking
while standing before a group is certainly enhanced
by debating experience. Dtiring forty years of
coaching high school debaters, I hrve noticed with
satisfaction that among the graduates of the schools
with which I have been connected, those with debing experience dominate the successful group.^
One of the most difficult problems facing the college
freshman is that of adjusting to the academic routine. Many
students drop out of college before the freshman year is
over. At Texas Technological College it is estimated that
40% of all college freshmen drop out before the sophomore
year.^

It should be pointed out that these quit for numerous

reasons in addition to the failure of some to adjust to the
demands of classwork and research, but this reason accounts
for a large portion of the 40%.
The debater has a decided advantage over the nondebater in adjusting to college life. "High school and college
p

Clarence P. Quimby, quoted in Austin J. Freely, "An
Anthology of Commentary on Debate," Speech Teacher. IX (1950),
p. 125* Hereafter cited as Qulmby quoted in Austin J. Freely,
"An Anthology of Commentary on Debate."
Donald J. Renner, Assistant Dean of Admissions and
Registrar, Texas Technological College, Personal Interview,
July 22, 1964. Hereafter cited as Renner, Personal Interview.
^Ibid.
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debating is likely to direct students to serious study of
public questions at an early age."^ For this reeeon hi;:h
school graduates who have debated kno\7 ho

to do much of the

research that college demands of students. They are acquainted
with organization of material ynd note taking. S/^-ny read
several newspapers in addition to a half dozen or so weekly
news magazines. The debater, then, as he reaches college, has
in most cases acquired much of the self-disciT?line that makes
for a successful college student.
One of the greatest benefits derived from
debating is correlation, organization, and use
of knowledge already obtained in v rious courses
of study...not only does debating utilize old
knowledge, but it also leads directly to new
material. The average high school student may
or may not become familiar with four or five
magazines, while the debater must becorie familiar with many.*^
It would seem, then, that the debater has a definite
advantaj^e ae he enters college as compared to the non-debater,
but what about the four years that he will be attend in -• college?
pus?

Will this activity be of benefit while he is on camOne writer answered thi?:? question affirmatively by

suggesting three benefits which the debater gains while he
is still in school.

^William G. Carleton, "What Debating Has cant 'io Me,"
Speech Activities, (1949)t P» 65« Hereafter cited as Carleton,
"What Debating Has Meant To Me."
Ruth E. Huston, "Debate Coacriin{- in iliph ochool
Benefits and S^'ethode," quarterly Journal of Speech. X (1924),
op. 131-332.
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\1) The personal enjoyment involved.
,2) The imnrovement in his academic standing.
3 ) The opportunities offered in other extracurricular activities as a result of his
participation in this one,7
Debaters are often selected as the leaders of campus
organizations and frequently appear before the student body
As the debater graduates there will be for him, as for all
graduates plaxming to enter professions, interviews that
may determine the course of his future.
The debater knew better than to face an interview unprepared. He reasoned that he should spend
as much time and effort preparing for the interview as he would in preparing for a debate, which
was considerable,®
Becoming eligible for graduation is not an easy task
in itself, £Lnd there are many who nerer

qualify.

A recent

estimate at Texas Technological College suggests approximately
800 to 900 upp.rclas..en drop out during ,ach school y,ar.9
Again, this figure includes all who drop out for various reasons, but the ntimber that simply could not stick it out would
be large•

No specific information is available concerning

the number of debaters who might be among this nuiaber of dropouts, but it may be assumed that the number is few.

Hargis

'Ralph Hutton, "Some Immediate Returns To The Debater,"
Debaters Maprazine. (1947). P* 160.
®Ibid., p. 161.

t e n n e r . Personal Interview.
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found that 40% of the former high school debatsrs which
he st\idied did graduate from college.^^
Debaters pi th« Adult World
According to what has been said to this point in
the present chapter the debater should be better prepared
to meet the adult world.
Debate very definitely has a place in the preparation of a young man for later life. It gives
him sureness of words and poise in the presence of
an audience that is useful in practically any field
of work.11
The statement above suggests the question of whether
all students should have debate experience or just those
who are planning to enter selected professional fields.
This problem has been dealt with at length in an earlier chapter, 80 perhaps the best approach here Is to attempt to determine which professional direction some former debaters have
pursued since graduation. One study which was conducted
among former Baylor University debaters gives considerable
insight into the question at hand.
Out ofIbrty-nine letters mailed seven were returned
unclaimedI nine were not answered, but thirty replies were
received.

Below are the results in terms of occupations.

^ W r g i s , "A Note on Championship Debaters," p. 57.
^nirendell Willkie, quoted in Robert B. Huber, "A
College Debater Carries On," The Speaker, XXV (1940), p, 5.
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Lawyer
10
School Administrator
or teacher .
..... 8
Church Pastor . . . . .
4
Homemaker
....... 4

Gradtiate Btudent

2

Consul, U.S. Foreign
Service . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Radio Announcer
Salesman •
Farmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advertising Ixecutive . . . . . . . .

1
1
1
1
ln^2

This list is fairly typical of the occupational distribution that may be found among former debaters. There
will generally be a large concentration in the law and teaching professions with a sSmpling of several other occupations
also included*

An interesting observation at this point,

considering the niamber of debaters who enter the law profession, is the different ways that lawyers use speech*
(1) To
'2J To
3) To
^4) To
5) To
(6) To

give information*
confer*
advise.
negotiate*
record agreements.
persxiade* 13

This list suggests the close relationship of all the
areas included in the term forensics and alters the Clarence
Darrow image that sometimes prevails concerning lawyers.
Others have noticed this overlapping of forensic activities

^%dna G. Allen, "As Debaters Bee It," Speech Activities.
VI (1950), pp. 151-153. Hereafter cited as Allen, "As Debaters
See It*"
-'Charles Bunn, "How Lawyers Use Speech," Speech Teacher.
XIII (1964), p. 8.
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and have made some comparisons that are worth observation
while carry«-over value is in focus*
Unfortunately no complete record has been kept
of the success generally of intercollegiate debaters
throughout the country but only by individual institutions here and there. There is a record, however,
of the winners of the famous Interstate Oratorical
Contest—*—which offers the same advantages of debating and in which exist to the same degree the alleged
evils of debating——and this record covering the
years 1874 to 1902 reveals that there are now listed
ia Who's Who in America twenty of the fifty-eight
winners of first and second place——over one-third I
They include one author, one governor, one bishop
and two other clergy men, two United States senators,
two United States representatives, three lawyers.
and eight educators including five presidents.14
This represents a list of people who excelled in an
area of speech related to debate who went on to success in
the adult world. Austin J. Freely has compiled a long list
of public figures who participated in high school or college
debating and found the experience "very valuable" and recommended debate trainiiag as "highly desirable" for students.^
The list includes such current notables as Richard Nixon,
William 0. Douglas, J. William Fulbright, and Hubert Hximphery.16
The evidence continues to mount indicating that responsible leaders in various areas have found experience in
lit

Brigance, "The Debate As Training For Citizenship,"
p. 225*
^^eeley, "An Anthology of Commentary on Debate," p.
125 •
16Ibid.
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educaliional debate to b© an importaut asset in their car^^ers.
One writer f oxind a nuiuber of these individuals among college
presidents of institutions which h^d chautexs of Delta Sigma
Hho, a national fraternity,
fifty-six executive offices resoonded to the
suin'eyj fifty-fo\ir recommended debate as a valuable experience for students.
Bven more interesting is to note how many
presidents actually participated ir debate when
they attended secondary school and collef^e.
Thirty-four of the fifty-six presidents engaged
in debate while in high school; tv^enty-nine participated in debate while in college. Only twelve
did not take part in any type of debate program.^7
Uvery year hundreds of young ladies are engaged in
debate activities along with the young men who will eventually enter the professions. Of what value will debate
be in later life for a girl whose aim in life is to be a
good homemaker?
chosen profession is that of social work,
but after following it for four years I forsook
it for the twenty-four hour duty as a mother.
I can say that forensic training is helpful in
both. I have found that defining terms, as
required in debate, settles many a difference
between the public servant and the one served.
Also, many an unexpected situation arises where
a ready discussion, as used in extemporaneous
speech is essential. Then, too, the logical

'^Richard D. Henderson, "Debates Vital in the
Educational Program," The Gavel. XLIV (1961), p. 9*
Hereafter cited as Henderson, •'Debate: Vital in the
Educational Program."
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arrangement of material carries over nicely into
social work in encouraging orderly and logical
work habits.lo
The study from which the above quotation was taken
foirnd thirty-three former debaters involved in nt least
ten totally different areas of adult life.

Perhaps the

carry-over value of debate training has been best summed
up by Edward H. Litchfield, Prepident of the University of
Pittsburg.
Participating in debating will make the student
soon realize that if he is going to engage the public's attention he will have to be quite sure, not
only of his facts, but the truthfulness of his interpretation of those facts and the manner in which he
presents them. Conversation is an art and public
speaking is a skill not often found in America today;
debating can make a great contribution in restoring
to them the refinement, the grace, and the clarity
that characterize the learned man in any society.^9
There seems to be in the minds of many educators, as
well as former debaters, general agreement that debate training does hove carry-over value in adult situations. At
this point a collection of statements by former debaters will
be presented with no comment by this writer.

The purpo:^e

of this section will be to provide comparison with a later
section of more recent statements.

^^Allen, "As Debaters Bee It," p. 155.
^Henderson, "Debate:
Program," p. 10.
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ormer Debater9 Speay
The most valuable form of public speaking
is debate*
William Jennin:^s Bryan
I have for years given preference in cnoloyment and paid premium aelories to lawyers, who,
in addition to adequate professional background
have had the advantage of debate training. They
get all the facta. They analyse them accurately.
They present them logically and clearly. To me,
that is «^»t best serves a client.21
Robert B* Watt^i,
Vice-President and
Central Counsel, Vultee
Aircraft Corp.
To my mind, if I were able to found a college
or university, I would stipulate that debate should
be one of the things that never should be ne-^lecteo*
The impression made upon the mind in those debate
sessions will live forever, even though we forget
all about the questions debated and the arguments
made, for gradually the human mind will grip and
retain during life many valuable ideas of a very
practical nature irtiich will help that person through
life, no matter what his occupation may be«22
Oeorge f• Horris,
U.S. Senator
If I were to ohooee any single activity in college
which has contributed most to my career, I would certainly choose debate•23
:^emuel 6* Gould,
President, Antioch Oollege

PP

^Freeley, "An Anthology of Commentary on iebate,"
121-126.
21
Ibid*
22Ibid*
23Ibid.
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The meaning of scholarship, the "feel" for the
handling of ideas, the fellowship in professional
service were for me but some of the outcomes of my
debate experience•24
David D. Henry,
President, University of
Illinois
Tyrannies govern by declamation, democracies
by debate...25
Welter Ljppman
I have always counted ay experience in university
debates as the most valuable part of my college
course* This may be due to the fact that my work
in debating put much of my other work to a very
early and definite te©t.2t
Rev. Horace (J. Smith,
President Emeritus, Garret
Biblical Institute, Northwestern University.
There are two elements in debating which I consider of special value, namely, the development and
intensification of the competitive spirit and the
practice of creative thinking.27
Matt Dawson, lawyer.
Coralcana, Texas
Personally, I have been appreciably helped in my
profession of college teaching by my high school and
college debating experience. In the very earliest
days of my college teaching I never experienced the
self-consciousness and even stage Jgight so often
betrayed by the beginning teacher.-

^^Ibid.
^^ibid.
"" Carleton, "What Debating Has Meant To Me," p. 65*
^-^Ibid.
28
'Ibid*
r E X A S TECH NO LOGICAL CDLLEGB

>o
The four years of high school debating and four
years of coller^e debating- in rblch it was my priviledge to participate, helped immersurably, I think,
to improve my stage presence; flow of Isniru-^ :e;
ability to think on my feet; and, particularly, the
organization, development, and present?ition of a
logical train of thought* I would say, in fact,
that debate constitutes my most valuable single
avenue of preparation*29
Charles v/ellborn, minister
I consider that ny forensic training has been more
valuable to me than any other training I have received.
Ability to convey Information, to interest the student, even to convince the student, are essential
requirements for a good teacher,30
Miss Marjorie R. Henry,
Professor of English
University of Washington
It seems to me that such training is vital to
all fields of endeavor today. I would also emphasize that the reading and research made neceasary
by speech, as for instance debatlnr^, broadened my
thinking and helped to make me at leact converj^ant
on many subjects I would not have explored otherwise. 31
J,W, Bruner, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Hissboro, Texas
Forensic training teaches one how to treat a live
issue with objectivity, without unreasoned bias.
Forensic training is & science and an art.
Idwin S. Gaunstad
Brovm University

^^Ibld.
^^Ibid.
^"^-Ibid.
^^Allen, "As The Debaters See It," pT>. 151-155.
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I can definitely, honestly, and sircerely say
that I consider my experiences in debating to have
contributed immeasurably to what I am and what I
hope to be.35
Since I am now some time out of colle :e, I can
tell you that, of all the training and couiM.es in
school, I can sincerely say that the debate program
and speech work probably have been mott V'3luable
to me* At t'ae very least, a college man is being
very foolish if he doesn't attenpt to better his
speech and speaking presence.3^
Frank G* Siscoe, once with
American Embassy in
Czechoslovakia
The thousands of high school youngster^' throughout the nation who are enthusiastically receiving
debate instruction and graduates who have returned
to us, expressing their appreciation for their
debate experience, encourage us in the thought that
high school debating is fundamentally worthwhile.55
0on<^lusions
Debaters who graduate from high school usually go
to college, and they will usually be successful in college.
In addition to making honor grades they are likely to become
campus leaders.

Most of them will graduate from college and

successfully enter the adult world.

In the adult v/orld

they will, on the whole, excel and again take positions of

^^Roy Wilkerson, Jr., "Debating As It Looks From
Here," Debaters Magazine. IV (1948), p. 64.
^George H. Holsten Jr., "Presenting Rutgers," Debaters
Majgazine. II (1947), P* 214.
^^Gregory, "High School Debating Is Worthwhile," p. 237
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responsibility and leadership. iMtav they lay h ;ve occasion
to look back and reflect the importance of debate training
in their lives and they will find that, for tht lao^t part,
debate has been the most importut isingle contributing factor in the success of their lives.

CHAPTER VII
FOLLOW-UP STUDT OF LDBBOCK HIGH SCHOOL DEBATERS
Selection of Subjects for Study
The decision to study high school debate and in particiilar Lubbock High School debaters came only after months
of probing into the area and at the suggestion of Dr. Larson.
He pointed out that Mr. J, W, Reid, who for almost thirty
years served as director of debate in the Lubbock school
system, is now retired from teaching and might consent to
help in locating many of his former students.2 Although Mr.
Reid is no longer in the classroom he is far from being completely retired and now devotes a great deal of time and
energy to his farming interests, he did consent to help in
any way possible^

The unique position of Mr. Reid as direc-

tor of debate for so many years was a definite factor in the
selection of debaters to study. This, combined with the
interest the author already had in high school debate set the
direction for this part of this study.

^P. Merville Larson, Chairman, Department of Speech,
Texas Technological College, Personal Interview.
^Ibid.
*J. W. Reid, Former High School Debate Coach, Personal
Conference. Hereafter cited as J. W. Reid, Personal Conference.
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The years from 1932 to 1955 were finally isolated
as the result of advice from Mr. Reid and Dr. Larson and
based upon the author's own Judgment. The decision to study
only these teams was reached in an effort to contact only
those people who had enough debate experience in high school
to make a reasonable evaluation of the effect of debate
training upon their lives. The author recognizes the fact
that the earlier debaters have had much more experience upon
which to base an evaluation than those who debated as late
as the 1950's*

However, in weighing the alternatives the

decision was finally made to include even those who had only
been out of high school nine years with the hope that the
span of over twenty years would balance out any unequal elements
that might be caused by the time factor*
Finally, with the help of Mr. Reid, a list of sixtyiL

six debaters was compiled.
Boys

The list appears below.
Girls

1932 Billy Crenshaw and
Buster Moxley

Wilding B. Sherrod and
Francis Kunley

1933 Alton Hawkins and
Russell Wilkinson

F. Simmons and
Wilding B* Sherrod

1934 Bud Thompson BXid
Maurice Lloyd

Anseth Jones and
Ernestine Lockhort

1935 Warlick Oarr and
Arthur Dale Jackson

Ernestine Lockhart and
Rebecca Butler

1936 Warlick Cerr and
Waggoner Carr

Ho girls team

^id*
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1937 J*W# Gamble and
Wilson Dickson

Shirley Bass and
Lucille Hvass

1938 Charles Hvass and
Harold Cogbum

Lucille Hall and
Ruth Monk

1939 Charles Hvass and
A.B* Bansom

Lucille Hall and
Ruth Monk

1940 A.B* Sansom and
Cullen Chapman

Lucille Hall and
Evelyn Carpenter

1941 Robert Kent and
Wendell Addington

Grace Ballew and
Doric? Crim

1942 Gene Box and
Wendell Addington

Doris Crim and
Irene Crim

1943 Charles Q\xy^ and
B i l l Masters

Irene Crim and
Jackie Reynolds

1944 Bill Masters and
James Bowman

Irene Crim and
Jackie Reynolds

1945 James Bowman and
Jackie Reynolds

No p;irl8 team.

1946 James Allen and
Warner Peticolas

No girls team.

1947 Jerry Bisler and
\yayne Kuykendall

Bo girls team.

194a Dan Davis and
J.A. White

Ho girls team.

1949 J*C* Chambers and
Owain Steele

Pat Mullins and
Mary Duggan

1950 Bill Griggs and
J,C. Chambers

Earleen Hail and
Winona Williamson

1951 Frank Ford and
Bill Griggs

Norma Smith and
Joan Crawford

1952 Donnie Dean and
Jerry Smith

Belva Blake and
Joanne Pierce

1955 Dan Benson and
Richard Bell

Barbara Allen and
Barbara Vin Horn
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1954 Willis Taylor and
Boone Brackett

Virginia Bray and
Barbara Allen

1955 Craig Austin and
Don Ledwig

Cornelia Childs and
Virginia Bray

5
The reader will notice that in most years there
were girls teams as well as boys teems. However, the years
1934 (Anseth Jones) and 1945 (Jackie Reynolds)^ were exceptions to the 3nile. In those years it was necessary to mix
the teams*

Also, it shoiild be noted that at least fifteen

people were on the debate team for two years in succession
while only three made the team three consecutive years. The
fact that the majority only made the team one year does not
mean that their interest or training was limited to that one
year*

The records are incomplete to show the exact number

who were in the debate club each year, but according to Mr*
Q

Reid interest was good year after year.^
Lubbock High School offered debate as a course of
study as early as 19311 end it was from the debate classes

^Ibid.
nielen Wagner (ed*). The Westerner. Yearbook for Lubbock
High School, 193^.
^Staff, The Westerner. Tearbook for Lubbock High School,
1945.
niannie Margaret Overton (ed*). The Westerner. Tearbook
for Lubbock High School, 1936*
9,
^J* W. Reid, Personal Interview.
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that mo^t of the activity originated.^^

In addition to the

class there was e debate club which helped maintain interect
in debate as an activity.^

Although no records now exist

which would reveal actual numbers : r. Reid eetirated an average of twelve members in the debate club each year.^

This

number is indicative of the intere^^t and the apparent quality
of instruction which was- being made available through the
debate class*

Borne of the former debaters' voluntary etate-

ments,which will appear later in this paper, give support to
this conclusion concerning l!r* Re id's teaching*
There was also a chapter of the Hational Forensic
League at Lubbock High School as early as 1931*

Mr. Reid

suggests that the membership of this group consisted of
14
debaters, and those who had interest in the activity.

The

chapter has continued to develop in' ©rest in forensics among
Lubbock High School students.
Locatings The Debaters
Once the sixty-six debaters had been decidsd upon
as a basis for study, the next job was that of attempting to

^^Ibid*
-^^Ibid.
^^Ibid.
^^Ibid.
•^^Ibid.
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locate current mailing addresses for them.
proved to be a rather ambitious project.

This in itself

The first source

was Mr. Reid'a personal contact which he has maintained over
the years.

He and Mrs, Reid volunteered maiiy hours to meeting

telephone calls to parents whom they knew, to searching through
letters and greeting cards or wadding announcements which
they had received through the years, and to simply probing
their own memories for the details of incidents which might
lead to an address.

For this the author is deeply in their

debt.
The Guidance Office for the Lubbock Independent School
District opened its permanent files to the author for any
addresses or parents' names which might appear on these records.

Mr. G» D* Morris and Mrs* Shaddy deserve commendation

for the efficient manner in which they keep the records on
every student who has ever enrolled in the Lubbock schools.
Through their gracious co-operation end patience several
addresses were located.
Next the author turned to the Lubbock telephone directory for the names of those debaters who made Lubbock their
home.

At this point the author would pay tribute to the

understanding of countless wrong numbers dialed and to those
who had their dinner interrupteo or who gave up a portion
of a favorite television show to sympathetically help provide
a link to a missing Jones or Smith or Davis.
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By this tijae addre::^ses of so;:e sort had been located
for over one-half of the debaters and thos.* reiaainin:^ v.ere
somewhat obscure and doubtful.

For a larg;j portion of those

remaining the only clue to their direction from high school
was a notation on their permanent files that a transcript
had been sent to Texas Technological College.

With the co-

operation of the Registrar's Office at the College a check
was made which was successful in revealing so le pertinent
information on a few debaters.

One of the major problems in

attempting to locate former female students is thv^ name change
jdU^ch occurs at laarriage.

In college the women are required

to give the maiden name when registering so the registrar's
files were helpful.
Finally, some of the debaters who had already been
located supplied in a limited number of addresses of former
colleagues with whom they had had correspondence or contact
over the years.

One of the benefits seemingly derived from

debate training is a common bond of interest and friendship
that is established while co-operating in a debate situation.
Many of the former debaters enooiaraged the author in this
study and some requested the address of a former debate partner.
When all these avenues were exhausted fifty-one
addresses out of the original sixty-six names had been located<
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The Questionnaire
The qu0i5tionnaire which war, finally decided upon
was similar to the one used by Jack W. Murphy in his study
of former debaters listed in iWho's Who in America. ^^

Dr.

Murphy graciously gi^anted permission for a re/ised version
of the questionnaire which he had tested at 'v^icconsin to be
used in this study.

Copies v cr© then made to be sent with

a letter to each of the former debaters. Also enclosed
was an information sheet on which those answering were aUked
to list pertinent personal information.

Copies of all of

these appear in the text at this point.

^^Jack W. Murphy, "A Follow-Up Study of Former Intercolligiate Debaters Listed in Who's Who in America."
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Under the direction of Dr. P, rierville Larson, Chairman,
Department of Speech, Texas Technological College, and
with the help of vir, j, w, Reid, no?; retired, I am studying the careers of former Lubbock High School debaters.
This is in relation to my Master's thesis. As one part
of this investigation I need to know yotir opinion about
the value and limitations of this experience.
The enclosed questionnaire can be filled out in about
seven minutes.
We are asking you to sign the questionnaire, so e can
make comparisons based upon such matters as professions,
date of graduation, college attended, etc. We will not,
however, use your name unless you authorize us to do so.
Sincerely,

Don Garnett
Department of Speech
Texas Technological College
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Married:
Children t
Eductttion since high school:

Honors received since high sehoolt
Positions held since high schooli
Present position:

Membership in Professional organizations:

Contributions to jeunmls or books t

Other information that might be helpful s
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QUESTIOKRAIRE
Please return this questionnaire
in the attached, stamped envelope
to:
Don Garnett
Department of Speech
Texas Technological College
Lubbock, Texas
A STUDY OF VALUES RECEIVED FROM FOHBHSIC TRAINIIMG
Please indicate your answers to the following questions by
placing check marks in the proper places.
1. On the whole I believe forensic training: (Check one that
applies)
Has been of much value to me
««.««-.-,-.««-««^
Has been of some value to me
,—«..«,.—_«
Has been of little value to me
Has been a hindrance to me
2. The following items are benefits to the individual claimed
for debate training. There are two questions under each
item, lach question has five responses. Please CIPCLE the
response which most nearly reflects your opinion.
A* Ability to compile date thoroughly*
1. T o what extent did this result from debate training?
MUCH

SOME

LITTLB.

NOSTS

UNDECIDED

2* Of what value is this to you in your present position?
SOMI!

MUCH

KOHE

HINDERS

UNDECIDED

B* Ability to distinguish between the important and the
unimportant.
1. T o what extent did this result from debate training?
SOME
LITTLE
UNDECIDED
NC^B
MUCH
2 . Of what value is this to you in yo\ar present position?
NONE

HINDIRS

MUCH

SOME

UNDfCIDED.
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C. Ability to organize data.
1. To what extent did tliis result from debate training?
LITTIiE

UNDKCID?,D

60.S

NONE

MUCH

2. Of what value is thiw to you in your present position?
HINDERS

SOME

NONE

MUCH

UNDKCIDED

D* Ability to ^eigh evidence without prejudice*
1* To what extent did this result from debate training?
UNDECIDED

SOME

LITTLE

MUCH

NONE

2* Of what value is this to you in your present position?
BOm

NONE

HINBERG

MUCH

UNDECIDED

K* Ability to make sound decisions.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
LITTia

NONE

UNDECIDED

SOME

MUCH

2. Of what value is this to you in yoiir present position?
UNDECIDED

SOME

NONE

HINDER '

MUCH

F* Ability to support statements with evidence and reasoning.
1* To what extent did this result from debate training?
MUCH

SOME

LITTLS.

NONE

UNDECIDED

2* Of what value is this to you in your present position?
HINDERS

SOME

NONE

MUCH

UNDECIi3>,D

0* Ability to speak in public.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
LITTLE

SOME

MUCH

UNDECIDEJ)

NONE

2. Of what value is this to you in your pret ent position?
MUCH

SOME

HINDERS

NONE

UNDECIDED
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H. Ability to think under pressure.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
SOME

UNDECIDED

LITTLE

*.1UCH

KONE

2. Of what value is this to you in your present position?
SOm

HINDERS

UNMCIDED

MUCH

NONE

I* Ability to analyze statements of others.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
UNDECIDED

SOME

MUCH

MOKE

LITILE

2. Of what value is this to you in your present position?
SOME

UNDECIDEI)

NONE

HINDERS

MUCH

J. Ability to win or lose gracefully.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
LITTLE

SOm:

UNDECIDED

NONE

MUCH

2* Of what value is this to you in your present position?
SOME

HINDERS

NONE

MUCH

UNDECIDED

5* The following statements pertain to liabilities said to
result from debate. Please CIRCXiB your reactions to each
item*
A* Develops sarcasm.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
MUCH

SOME

NONi.

LITTLE

UNDECIDED

2. To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
MUCH

SOME

NONE

H15LPS

UNDECIDED
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B* Develops a suspicious nature.
1* To what extent did this result from debate training?
SOME

LITTLE

NONE

UNDECIDED

mCE

2* To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
SOMB

NONE

HELPS

UNDECIDED

MUCH

C. Develops contentiousness.
1* To what extent did this result from debate training?
LITTLE

NONE

MUCH

SOME

UNDECIDED

2. To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
UNDECIDED

MUCH

SOME

HELPS

NONE

D* Develops insincerity*
1* To what extent did this result from debate training?
NONE

UNDECIDEB

MUCH

SOMB

LITTLE

2* To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
HELPS

UNDECIDED

MUCH

SOME

NONE

E* Develops dishonesty.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
LITTLE
UNDECIDED
MUCH
SOME
HONE
2. To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
HEI^S

MUCH

SOME

NCMB

UNDECIDED

F* Develops aggressiveness.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
NONE

SOME

MUCH

UNDECIDED

LITTLE

2* To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
HELPS
NCaSE
MUCH
UNDECIDED
SOME
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G* Develops glibness.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
LITTLE

MUCH

UNDECIDED

NONE

SOME

2. To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
NONE

HELPS

MUCH

SOME

UNDECIDED

H, Develops unfavorable attitudes in winning and losing,
1* To what extent did this result from debate training?
SOME

LITTLE

NONE

MUCH

UNDECIDED

2. To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
UNDECIDED

HELPS

MUCH

liONE

SO?^

I. Develops an obstinate attitude.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
NONE

SOME

LITTLE

UNDECIDED

MUCH

2* To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
SOME

HELPS

UNDECIDED

MUCH

NONE

J. Develops prejudice.
1. To what extent did this result from debate training?
MUCH
SOME
NONE
LITTLE
UNDEUIJJKD
2. To what degree is this a liability in your present
position?
MUCH
SOME
NONE
HELPS
UNDECIDED
4* Would you recommend debate training for all high school
students?
Tes

No

Remarks:
Do we have your permission to quote you?
Signed

Tes

No .__
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A questionnaire is perhaps never as effective or
satisfactory in actual practice as it .eems to the author
before mailing.

Inevitably there vill be Itens

v'hich are

not as clear as one would hope or which ;<;iy he misunderstood
by those responding.

It was hoped that this question! aire

because of the way it had been tested by Dr. Murphy and
others in Wisconsin would be less likely to have items which
would be confusing. However, this was not entirely the case,
and for this reason the author would make some su£>-estion8
to anyone else who might consider using thi.^ oarticular
questionnaire. The section on liabilities, in ^articular,
needs revising. There vere numbers of respondents who were
confused by the v ording of quastion two, "To what exter.t do
you consider this a liability in your present oositLon?"
Perhaps this would be clarified by a note to the effect that
question two should be ignored if the persor ansv,ered "none"
to question one, "To what extent did this (undesirable trait)
result from debate training?" This procedure would also
minimize the actual time required in answerin;^: the questionnaire as veil as helping to avoid confusion. This author
tabulated the results of this questionnaire in the manner
Qu^ ested. These results appear in the ap endix.
Response To Q.uestionnaire
From the initial mailing list of fifty-one persons,
eleven .vere returned "addressee unknovn," "insufficient
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address", or something similar; twelve have not been heard
from again in any way; and twenty-nine completed and returned
the questionnaire.
Of those responding 96,5% enrolled in college and
stayed for at least two years; 75% graduated froi college with
B,A,, B,S,, or the equivalent; 57,2% went on to do advanced
graduate study; and 43% received at least one advanced degree
beyond the bachelor level. Although the percentages are not
significant enough to tabulate, several of this number did
receive higher degrees.
One especially interesting aspect of the study was the
variety of occupations or professions in which the debaters
are now engaged. A general listing of these is represented
in the table below.
Businessman . • . , , . * . , . , , • , , ,
lawyer . . , • , • • • , • , , , , • • , ,
Homemaker
,
Broker , , • , •
Medical Doctor
Lieutenant, U.S. Navy
College Professor , • ,
Captain, U.S. Army
.,
Project Leader, Chemical Physic
Group, I,B.M. Research , , , , , , . ,
Attorney General of Texas , . , , , , , , ,

8
7
5
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

The former debaters represent a v^ide ran^e of speech
interests and activities from teaching a child to talk to
reporting as the leader of a chemical research group, V^any
of the debaters engaged in other activities in hi* b school,
became leaders in college, enc. are nov. outstanding in cornmunity
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service. One man 3ither has servea or it3 prci^ently serving
in a leader-ihip capacity for at least eight comaunity or
state organizations in Texas, Almost one-third of the group
v/hich returned questionnaires have written for publication.
One individual has contributed twenty-one schol-irly research
articles to date.
With the above material on these debaters an attempt
has loeen mad© to arrive at a profile of the average former
Lubbock High -chool debater. This was not an easy task
because many of the debaters were somewhat modest in completing the Personal Information Sheet which wao attached to the
questionnaire, Ho?/ever, certain consistent factors did occur
which serve to add interest to this study.
Profile of the Average Former
Lubbock High School Debater
He will be a man in two out of three cases.
He is 36 years old.
He is married.
He has at least two children.
He has five years of formal education beyond
high school.
He belongs to two professional organizations.
Some additional factors which could not be tabulated
into the "average" debater's profile but which help accentuate
the accomolishments of these people likewise deserve attention*

Among the men at least four graduated frorn college

with honors, and at least one was listed in \Vho*s Who in
American Colleges for two years; several attended college on
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scholarships, and at least three were named "outstanding"
in one way or another by the college which they attended.
The women have also distinguished themselves.

One-

half of them are professional women as well as homemakers.
Two are the wives of ministerB; one has studied in Europe;
one is a professor as well as a homemaker who has been
Lubbock's Ch\a*ch ifJoman of the Tear, Lubbock's Woman of the
Tear, and will be listed in Who's Who in American Women in
1965.
Tabulation of the questionnaire responses to the
questions asked helped serve as a basis for the author's
concludinj^ rew^T'kw.

80% answered, "I believe debate training has been
of much value to me."
Question II

Benefits

65Sfe said, "ability to compile data thoroughly" was
much the result of debate training; 70% said this was of
much value to them now.
65% said, "ability to distinguish between the important and the unimportant" resulted from debate training;
70% considered this to be of much value in their present
position*
59% felt, "ability to organize date" came from debate
training I 70% found this to be of much value to them now.
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70% thought, "ability to weigh evidence without
prejudice" resulted from debate training; 65^ said this
was of much value in their present positions.
62% said, "ability to make sound decisions" was to
some degree the result of debate training; 62% considered
this of much value to them now.
83% felt that, "ability to support Btatenents with
evidence and reasoning" resulted much from debateta?aining;
80% felt that this was of much vnlue to them now.
86% said, "ability to speak in public" was much the
result of debate training; 70% considered this to be of much
value in their present position.
80% thought, "ability to think \inder pressure" was
much the result of debate training; 76% considered this to
be of much value to them now.
70% said, "ability to analyze statements of others"
was much the result of debate training; 70% felt this was
of much value to them now.
34% said, "ability to win or lose graceftaiy" was
much the result of debate training; 34% thought this was of
much value in their present position.
•stion III

Liabilities

50% said debate did not "develop sarcasm".
41% aaid debate did not develop a "suspicious nature"
45% denied that debate developed "contentiousness".
70% said debate did not develop "insincerity".
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100% denied that debate developed "dishonesty".
45% said debate developed some "aggressiveness".
90% denied that debate developed unfavorable attitudes in winning and losing.
45% denied that debate developed "glibness".
70% said, "obstinate attitude" did not result from
debate training.
90% denied that debate developed "prejudice".
Some of the above percentages need elaboration as to
the reasons the answers came as they did. The author believes
that for the most part the debaters answering attempted to
exclude any sentimentality that would have caused them to
reply xmduly in favor of debate. The author gratefully
acknowledges what apparently was determined effort to remain
objective. There were erasures and changes made on the actual
questionnaires returned; several people wrote notations in
the margins or on the back of a sheet explaining why he or
she answered a certain question in just that way, and at
least one individual wrote a personal letter to the author.
All this leads one to an awareness of the conscientiousness
which motivates the former debaters to answer as truthfully
as possible. One example of the type of answer received was
item F under question three on liabilities. The reader will
notice that 45% said debate did develop some "aggressiveness",
but almost all of these qualified their answer by saying that
aggressiveness was not necessarily a liability.
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The final item was, "Would you recom end debate training for all high school students?" The question was so
worded as to require sone thought before it was answered and
indications are that many did think. When the tabulation
was completed 83% said they would recoairiend debate traini,ag
for all high school students. The other 17% stopped on the
key word "all".

In fact several of thobe who said "yes"

qualified their answer by saying any young person who showed
any interest in the subject. One man stated t^jat he v^as
going to insist that his children take debate or at least
public speaking. Another said he would hesitate to recommend
such a specialized activity to all hiKh school students.
Comments Made by Former Debaters
One section of the questionnaire left space for comments by the debaters. The space was limited, but still many
could not resist expressing their feelings concerning the
experiences which they had with debate. Below are many of
the things they said.
The most significant and useful subject I ever
studied was debate under J. W. Reid
an outstanding course taught by the most dedicated, sincere,
and respected teacher I ever had.
Donald fc. Ledwig
Lt. U.S. Navy

/5
I feel that deb?ite io the sin^de .i^ost inoort^nt
activity in vhich I ever oarticipated, Ihe" trairint!
derived from debate is unavailable from any formal
high school or collepjo cour.e, IL shoui: b:; required
of all pre-law students,
Don Dean, attorney
I feel that my debate t aining his been :.ore
helpful than any other part of my hi;Th school or
college education.
James W. Bowman, attorney
I use mj forensic training: constantly as a teacher
and speaker in church classes for v;o:en and ^i;irls,
and to preside and speak for v&rious clubs.
Mrs. Ken Hancock, homemaker
Recently I was accepted as a juror in a case in
Criminal District Court Harris County. I felt persorially that my debate background helped ise make a
more intelligent decision.
Mary D. Potter, minister's wife
My husband is a clergyman, and my position as
"the minister's wife" requires leadership in study
groups and many other types of public speaking.
Mrs. Charles E. Lutrick, homemaker
I feel that debate training under . r. Reid
at Lubbock High School was extremely helpful.
J, Frank Ford, business^^an
I feel that my debate training in high school has
truly been one of the important factor::, in my life,
J,C, Chambers, businessman
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I have taught Sunday School cl sses of adults
and yoimg people most of the time for the last
thlrty-t o years. I feel that my hi^h school
forensics training was good preparation.
x^rs. Lloyd Ricketts,
busine s swoman
Debate was most helpful in teaching. Also of
benefit in speaking to large and small groups as
I am doing now. Helps to give confidence...
Mrs. William C. Clark,
homemaker
High school debate under J, W, Keid was excellent
training for a number of reasor.s, primarily because
of his interest in his students and his patient attitude toward our effortG. Debate offered me the opportunity to develop confidence in public spea:int;, and
some help in working and thinkinp: under pressure. It
har been a great help in law,
i)aniel H, Benson,
attorney
It was very pleasant to answer your questions
concerning debate, I remember it with very warm
memories, and I believe it influenced my life a
lot. Debate was most helpful,
H, N, Cogburn, M.D,
I feel that my original interest in law and my
discovery of abilities useful in that field, occurred
during my debate training at Lubbock High School,
I am indebted to Mr. Reid for his instruction. That
instruction has proved to be of great value to me
-—personally and professionally,
Craig L, Austin,
Captain, U.S. Army
Post Jud e AdvocaLe
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To a very large extent, the character of the
debate training which a person receives i.:; dependent upon the ability and character of the debate
coach. In high school I was most fortunate in having
the opportunity to work under the direction of Mr.
Reid. I look back on Mr. Reid as exerting one of
the foremost influences on the coiorse of my development. This influence was composed not only of his
great ability as a teacher of debate, but the greater
part of it was in his exemplary character and the
high attributes and standards which he exhibited as
an example to all his students. I have met no finer
man than Mr. 0", W, Reid, At Tech ^exas Technological
College/ under the influence of Dr. Larson, I learned
one of the greatest attributes which a debater c€ua
have, and that is the attribute of h\imor, I regard
Dr* Larson not only as a teacher, but as a personal
friend* This, then, is a further example of the
value of debate in that, in my case, at least, I was
able to be trained and influenced by two fine gentlemen.
Willis T. Taylor, attorney
Conclusions
The procedure for tracing former debaters be^an by
deciding just which students to find.

It was decided, with

the help of Dr. Larson and Mr. Reid, to follow-up the debate
teams at Lubbock High School from 1932-1955•

The avenues

used in locating addresses included Mr. Raid's personal contacts, Guidance Office records, Texas Technological College,
Registrar's Office, Lubbock telephone directory, ond the contacts that existed between former debaters.

The questionnaire

was then sent to fifty-one persons; twenty-nine former debaters
responded.

These responses were then tabulated and a por-

trait of the average former Lubbock High School debater was
compiled.

Finally a nimber of voluntary comments by former

debaters was assembled and quoted.

CHAPTER VIII
COHCLUDIKG STATBMEHT AHD RECOMSfcJJILATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY
Debate has figured into the educational picture in
varying degrees since before the time of Christ.

Through-

out its history there have been those who favored it as a
teaching procedure and those who opposed it.

The purpose

of this study was to examine critically debate trainirg in
high school as a possible asset to the individual in later
life.
The factors which ultimately seemed necessary to
explore were treated in seven chapters. These were in order
of presentation, an introduction, an analysis of the components of high school debate activity, a look at the qualifications of debaters, possible disadvantages of debate
tra'jaing, possible advantages of debate training, carryover value in debate, and a follow-up study of Lubbock High
School debaters*

The concluding statement is the result of

the author's research and the questionnaires returned by
former debaters*
The picture of debate as it exists in the country as
a whole is not one that reveals concentration on classroom
instruction*

However, there are many encouraging signs which

reveal the direction most schools are now heading with regard
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to this area. Debate coaches seem to be better prepared,
and the debate activities are being coordinated with debate
classes.
Students who seek out debate and become successful
in debating are, as a whole, above average in intelligence.
They have a tendency to excel in other areas and continue
to assume leadership beyond high school. They are socially
well integrated both in high school and beyond. Most of
them go to college.
The possible disadvantages must be carefully considered and placed on the balance with the possible advantaj^es.
The advantages seem to out-weigh the disadvantages. Each
attack upon debate training was met with logical arguments
that tipped the scales in favor of debate. The author also
noticed that indictsients today are usually concerned with
one segment of the activity rather than a denunciation of
debate training as such.
Research indicates a high degree of carry-over value
in debate training.

Debaters continue to be leaders in

college and on into the adult world.

Comments by former

debaters who have ^>ained prominence since leaving iii^^h school
and college were encouraging.
The follow-up study of former Lubbock High School
debaters proved to be a highly interestlDg project, and the
results were quite gratifying. All of the debaters continued

ao
their education beyond high school (all but one to college).
Many have now achieved a high position in their chosen profession.

Their recommendations of debate were enthusiastic

and encouraging to those involved in teaching debate.
Out of this study has grown an interest in other
areas related to high school debate.

The following problems

are recommended for future study.
1.

A study of the history of debate training in
Texas high schools.

2.

A study of the influence of the National
Forensic League upon high school debate.

3*

A history of speech in Texas high schools,

4.

A study of the development of the University
Interscholastic League in Texas.
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APPB^HDIX A

List of Bulletins Checked legerding Course
Cfreripps and -teouire iierts in Various
High Schools

!• A Manual for Secondary Schools. :t3te of i^ew Jersey,
Department of Education, (Trenton, 1950).
^* ^^i<^e to SuDei*vlsion. Evaluation and l^^co^:nition of
Illinois Schools. (19S8).
3. Handbook for Secondary School. State of New e>ico.
Department of Education, (Santa Fe, 1960).
4. High r>chool Graduation Requirement:. and List of Subjects.
State of Nevada, (Carson City, 1959).
5. Kansas Secondary School Handbook. (1959)*
6. Ohio Hipch School Standards. State Board of Eductioii,
(Columbus, 195B).
7« Public Bchool Law Bulletin. Texas Education %p-ency,

(Ausiin, W5^).
8* Rules. He??ul3tion8 and Minimum Standards, Tennessee State
Board of iiiducation, (Nashville, 1959).
9. •' econdary Bchools, Standards for Classification^ West
Virr^inia State Department of Education, (Charleston, 1957).
10. Standards for Accredited Hip;h Schools of South C-irolina.
South Carolina State Department of Education, (1959).
11. Standards for the Accreditinp, of r>ecoridary Schools,
Commonwealth of Virginia Bulletin, State Bonrd of Education, (Richmond, I960).
12* Standards of Mississippi Accreditinp Com^.iBsion.
Mississippi Education Association, (r960).
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^PFENDIl B

Tabulation of Responses to Questionnaire

question I

On the whole I believe forensic training
has been of
value to me.
Much

23

Some *

3

Little . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

No . . • .

0

Hindrance

* . . . , . . , . . .

0
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Question II

Benefits said to derive from debate training
A.

Ability to compile data thoroughly.
1. To what extent did this result from
debate training?
Much

i2L-

Some . , , . * . . . • • • • • •

—i2—

Little

2—

None

•

2-

Undecided

•

2.

2. Of what value is this to you in your
present position?
Much
Some
QrvTMA

—22_

.

.

None
Hinders
Undecided

.

.

.

^

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

8

••

i-

• •

2.
2.
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B*

Ability to distinguish between the
important and the unimportant.
1. To what extent did this result from
debate training?
Much

12.

Some

2L

Little . . . . . . . . . . . * • •

1.

None

0

••

Undecided

2.

0

Of what value is this to you in your
present position?

Much

20

Some . , . . . . . . . * • . * * .

Q

Bone

0

Hinders
Undecided

.........
*

••

0
i.

35

C. Ability to organize data.
1. To what extent did this result from
debate training?

Much
Some

121
. . . . , , , , , , , , , , .

11

Little

1

None

0

Undecided , , , . , . ,

0

2,

Of what value is this to you in your
present position?

Much .

*

20

Some

8,

None

1^

Hinders
Undecided

•

0
0
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D.

Ability to weigh evidence without
"^reindice.
1.

To what extent did this result from
deb*ite trai^inp-?

Much

20.

Some

. ,

Little

, , , , . , , ,

None ,

,

Undecided

2.

8.
0.
1.
0

Of what value is this to you in your
present position?

Much

12.

Some

2-

Bone
Hinders
Undecided

, • , , , , , ,
•

1
0,
0

S7

E.

Ability to make sotmd decisions.
1. To what extent did thi" r?pvlt from
debate training?
Much, . , . , , ,
Some

6

, , ,

18

Little

3

None
Undecided

2.

•,

1

......

1

Of what value is this to you in your
present position?

Much

18.

Some , , • , ,

, , ,

10

None , , . . . , ,

1_

Hinders

. . . . , , , . . , ,

0_

.....

0

Undecided

fi

F. Ability to support statements with
evidenc'j L.nd reasoning,
1, Tc what extent did this result from
debate training?
Much • , . , , . . , , , , . . .
Some

24
*

Little

2.

iione

Undecided

5-

••

0

.....*•*..•

0

2. Of what value is this to you in your
present position?
23

Much
Some

.,,..*.

3

Hone

••

L

Hinders
Undecided

Q^
0
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G.

Ability to speak in public.
1*

T o what extent did this result from
debate training?

Much

23

Some

.....^.

Little

4
0

None

......

0

Undecided

......

0

2.

Of what value is this to you in your
present position?

Much

20

Some . . . . . . . . . . . . . *

7

None *

2.

Hinders
Undecided

•

0.
0
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H*

Ability to think under pressure.
1*

To what extent did this result from
debate training?

Much

23

Some

6,

Little

0.

None . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0

Undecided

0

2.

Of what value is this to you in your
present position?

Much

22.

Some

•

None
Hinders
Undecided

6
0.

» . . . . . . . . . . *
* . .

0.
1
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I»

Ability to analyze staterents of others.
1. To what extent did this resixlt from
debate training?
Much

20

Some , , , , . . . . . , . . . .

9

Little

0

None

.

Undecided

2.

0
0

Of what value is this to you in your
present position?

Much

.

20

Some

Z.

None . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

Hinders

0,

Undecided

2,
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J*

Ability to win or lose gracefully.
!•

To what extent did this result from
debate training?

Much

10

Some

10

Little .

i

None . . , , . . , , , , , . . . .

4

Undecided

2

2.

Of what value is this to you in your
present position?

Much

10

Some

12

None

3

Hinders

0.

Undecided

4
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Question III

Liabilities said to result from debate
training.
A. Develops sarcasm.
1. To what extent did this result from
debate training?
Much

0^

oOiae . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7

Little

Z.

None
Undecided

•
.

14
i.

2. To what degree is this a liability
in jowe present position?
Much
Some . . •

2.
• •

3

Helps

L

None . . . . . . . *

7

Undecided

1
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B.

Devtilops a suspicious nature,
1.

To what extent did tils result from
debate training?

Much

2

Some * . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8

Little

6

None

. , , . . . .

Undecided

2.

12
1

To what degree is this a liability
in yo\ir present position?

J-uch

0.

Some • « . , , . . . . . . . . .

1

Helps

4.

• •

None
Undecided

•

9
2
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C*

Develops contentiousness.
1*

To what extent did this result from
debate training?

Much

*

Some * . . •
Little

V
.

None . * . . . . . . . . . . .
Undecided

2.

3

2
13
4

To what degree is this a liability
in your present position?

Much • . » . • . • • • . . . *

0

Some

V

. • • . . . • * * . . . •

Helps

2,

None * * . . . . . . . . » . .

2.

Undecided

2

. . * • * . . . * *
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D*

Develops insincarity,
1. To what ext3r3t did this result from
debate training?
Much , , , , ,

0

Some . • , , . . , , , , • , • ,

3

Little

6

, ,

None

20

Undecided

0

2. To what degree is this a liability
in your present position?
Much
Some
Helps

L
*

L
• •

0,

Hone

6

Undecided

0
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£• Develops dishonesty.
1. To what extent did this result from
debate training?
Much

0_

Some . . . . . . .

0

Little

2_

None

29

Undecided

2*

0

To what degree is this a liability in
your present position?

Much * •

2-

Some * • * .

0

Helps

.............

0

......

0

None
Undecided

0
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F*

Develops aggressiveness*
1. To what extent did this result from
debate training?
Much

9

Some

.,,,,,,.

Little ,

3

None . . , . , ,
Undecided

13

,,

. , , ,

3
1

2. To what degree is this a liability
in your present position?
Much . * •

2

Some « . . . . . . . , . , . «
Helps

_2^

« . . . . . . . . . * .

2

*.

20

None
Undecided

0
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G*

Develops glibness.
1.

To what extent did this resxilt from
debate training?

Much . . . . . .

3

Some . . * . . .

8

Little

2_

None . . . . * . . . *
Undecided

2.

13

. . . . . .

3

To what degree is this a liability
in your present position?

Much

•

1

Some . . . * . . . «
Helps

•

2
, , . . ,

2_

None

S.

Undecided

5.
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H*

Develops unfavorable attitudes in
winning and losing.
1.

To what extent did this result from
debate training?

Much

0

Borne * . .

0

Little . . . . . . . * . . • •

3

None

26

Undecided

2*

•

0

To ifeat degree is this a lirbility
in your present position?

Much * . . . . . . • • • . • •

0^

Some . . . . * . . . . . * • •

2.

Helps

0^

. . . • * . .

None . . * . . . . * • • • • •

0

Undecided

1

. . . . .
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I. Develops an obstinate attitude.
1. To what extent did this result from
debate training?
Much •

.

0.

Some * . . . , . .

3

Little

2_

None . . . . , . • • . . . . *

20

Undecided

2.

.....

2

To what degree is this a liability
in your present position?

Much . . . . , , , . . . . . .

0.

Some

4_

Helps

. . . . . . . . . . . .

None
Undecided

!_
«

. . . . . . . . . .

3
1
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J.

Develops prejucice,
1. To v.h^t extent did this result from
debate training?
Much

0

Borne • * . , , , , , , , , , «

1

Little . . . . .

2

None

26

Undecided

2.

Question IV

..........

0

To what degree is this a liability
in your present position?

Much

0,

Some • • • • • . . , , , , , ,

1_

Helps

*....,......

0.

¥\one . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2_

Undecided

o

Would you recomraend debate training for
all high school students?
Yes

^o

24

1
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